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Preface

This report provides a framework for developing an Intelligence Support Plan
(ISP) in support of the acquisition of autonomous precision-guided weapons
(PGWs). It discusses intelligence data requirements and examines functions,

organizations, systems, and operating protocols that may be integrated into
alternative intelligence-support and mission-planning architectures to support
this category of weapon. The report suggests an evolving architecture to support
autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors and highlights the fact that any
element of the evolving architecture can support autonomous PGWs that rely on
their inertial navigation systems, aided only by the Global Positioning System, to
guide to their targets. The work presented in this report builds on earlier
research on intelligence-support and mission-planning requirements for
advanced conventional cruise missiles.1

This research was sponsored by the Air Force Assistant Chief of Staff for
Intelligence as part of the Aerospace Technology Program of Project AIR FORCE.
The report should be of particular interest to members of intelligence support
working groups, which support ISP development, and deci inmaker, who
approve ISPs and are involved in developing a coherent approach to precision
strike. It also should be of interest to members of the various communities
involved in the analysis, development, support, or employment of autonomous
PGWs, including weapon developers and contractors, acquisition personnel,
operators, and intelligence and mission-planning personnel

IThis work is disused oan pages 20-24 of the Pjp AIR FORCE Anmual Repont, Fiscl Yr 1991,
RAND, AR-3700-AF, 1992.
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Summary

The vast majority of Air Force precision-guided weapons (PGWs) are "man-in-
the-loop": They require the assistance of an operator to reach their targets. The

development of new autonomous PGWs, particularly ones with target-imaging

sensors, would enable the Air Force to attack high-value ground targets with
very high delivery accuracy without the aid of an operator. Earlier RAND
research (Reference 1) showed, however, that these weapons require substantial

data to achieve their very high delivery accuracy and that many intelligence

functions, organizations, systems, and operating protocols are required to

support their mission planning and responsive employment

Operators of newly developed weapon systems have often complained that the
intelligence support for their systems was too little and too late. Problems of this
nature were highlighted during the recent air operations in support of

Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. Because autonomous PGWs with
target-imaging sensors have such demanding intelligencesupport requirements,
we believe that operators could again encounter significant problems if the
required intelligence infrastructure is not in place prior to these weapons

entering the inventory.

Recognizing the need to provide adequate intelligence support for new weapon
systems, the Air Force initiated a requirement in 1992 for the development of
intelligence support plans (WSs) for designated weapon-acquisition programs.

The purpose of this report is to assist Air Force development of an ISP for
advanced PGWs, Specifically, we examine the support requirements for two
categories of autonomous PGWs: those with target-imaging sensors and those
that rely only on an inertial navigation system (INS), usually aided by the Global

Positioning System (GPS).'

Our approach is to (1) define a framework for developing an ISP for advanced

PGWs (focusing on autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors); (2) examine

the data required by these weapons and explore unresolved issues; (3) examine
the intelligence functions required to support these weapons, reviewing current
organizations that can perform these functions and identifying systems that

1An witonowus PGW is defined as one that, following launch, acquires and then guides itself to
its target without the assistance of an operator, this definitifot permits the use of external aids, such as
the GPII
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might be procured to improve their capabilities; (4) structure four potential
alternative architectures to support the use of these weapons and then describe
an evolving architecture that changes from one alternative to another as required;

and (5) examine training requirements.

Developing an ISP

Because of the complexity of providing effective support for autonomous
PGWs, the development of an ISP for such weapons requires dose working
relationships between weapon developers (system program offices), operators

(representatives of intended users: Air Combat Command, Pacific Air Forces,
and U.S. Air Forces in Europe), intelligence personnel (both service and national

agencies), and mission-planning personnel. The weapon developers must keep
operators informed of key PGW technical characteristics and associated mission-
planning systems. With this information, operators can formulate a concept of
operations (CONOPS) that reflects the systems' true capabilities. Similarly,
weapon developers must work with the intelligence and mission-planning
communities in defining the intelligence data requirements. With an
understanding of the data requirements and the CONOPS, operators, weapon
developers, and intelligence and mission-planning personnel can develop an ISP
that will support the effective (and responsive) use of these weapons.

Data Requirements

Autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors require substantial mapping,
charting, geodesy, and imagery products; target data; threat data; and weather
data. Unlike man-in-the-loop PGWs, this category of autonomous PGW cannot

be employed effectively without such data.

As a result of our research in this area, we have identified two major unresolved
issues relevant to the effective employment of autonomous PGWs with target-
imaging sensor

"• There are no definitive specifications for the intelligence data required to
support effective terminal-area planning, against a wide range of targets

"* The methodology for validating terminal-area products (templates) has not
been developed.2

2Template are seines or models of the target and neaby ob'tft tht are ceated by mission
pihmm and then used by the PGW's target-imaging semnr and autonomos rgetacquisito



Without definitive terminal-area data requirements, the intelligence community

cannot develop an effective support plan for autonomous PGWs with target-

imaging sensors. Without a methodology for validating templates, operators will

be unable to estimate the probability of mission success and thus will be unable

to effectively employ these weapons. Therefore, we recommend that the ISP

discuss these issues and identify the organizations that are responsible for

resolving them. As a point of departure, we define an interim solution to the

target data specifications issue and suggest several approaches to resolving the

template validation issue.

Autonomous PGWs with GPS-aided INS guidance require much less information

on their targets; however, to achieve best possible delivery accuracy, these PGWs

require more precise absolute coordinates for their targets. Using DMA's most

accurate data products, trained intelligence personnel or aircrew members can

obtain precise absolute coordinates to support this category of autonomous

PGW.

Intelligence Functions, and Existing Organizations
and Systems

To provide the data required by autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors,

the intelligence community must perform a number of functions: data collection,

data exploitation, target material production, threat database generation, and

intelligence product dissemination. It will also support the functions of targeting

and post-strike assessment. A number of centralized intelligence organizations

within the continental United States (CONUS) and at developed theaters
currently support many of these functions. 3 The capabilities at deployable air

operations centers (AOCs) and wing operations centers (WOCs) are much more

limited.

In a budget-constrained environment, maximum leveraging of existing

capabilities is prudent. Thus, it is suggested that the capabilities of existing

CONUS and developed theater central facilities (or centers) should be used

algorithm to acquire the target. Validation is the process to determine, with some level of confidence,
that the template (or sequence of templates) is unique and that it will correctly identify the tae in
the imaged sem.

3CO1NUS organizations include the 480th Air Intelligence Group at Air Combat Command and
the Atlantic Intelligence Command (A/C) at U.a Atlantic Command. Dew/oped thietes such as the
Pacific theater and the European theater, are theaters that have substantial intelligence-support and
misson-planning infrastructure in place which could be used to support advanced PGWs.
Organizatlons at developed theaters include the Joint Intelienc Center, Pacific 01CPAC) at US.
Pacific Command and the Joint Analysis Center at US.. uopean Command.
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first before procuring additional systems and adding personnel at AOCs or

WOCs solely to support these weapons.

Evolving Architecture

We define four alternative intelligence-support and mission-planning
architectures. The first architecture relies on centna/facilities (CONUS and

developed theater centers) to perform all the intelligence-support and mission-
planning functions, except aircraft mission planning, integration of aircraft and
PGW mission data, and loading of mission data into data-transfer devices. The
next three architectures build on the centralized architecture by distributing the
required capabilities to lower levels, ultimately to wings and squadrons.

In the absence of a CONOPS for advanced PGWs, we cannot recommend a
particular architecture. However, because of today's budget constraints and

personnel reductions, we suggest that an evolving architecture, which initially
relies on CONUS and developed theater centers, is appropriate to support
autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors. Such central facilities now
support unified commands and the Air Combat Command.4

If required, this initial centralized architecture could, in the near future, include a
deployable PGW intelligence-support and mission-planning center directly
linked to an AOC, which would support the Joint Forces Air Component

Commander (FACC). The deployable PGW center would have the same
capabilities as a CO NUS or developed theater center. However, this center
would provide the JFACC with increased flexibility for planning PGW missions
because he would have direct control of all support assets.

Using the experience gained at the central facilities and assuming that
resources are made available, the architecture could then evolve, if required,
into a more distributed architecture, with WOCs also capable of performing all
the necessary functions to employ autonomous PGWs with target-imaging
sensors.

Because autonomous PGWs with G?1'Saided INS guidance require less
intelligence data and mission planning than those with target-imaging sensors,
any element of the evolving architecture can support their employment. We

4 Further saving may be realized if these centers are made available to support joint-service
weapon systems. AIC and JICPAC now provide intelligence support, for the mission planning of the
Navy Tomahawk autonomous cruise missile, to the two joint-service Cruise Missile Support
Activities, one located at Camp Smith, HI, and the other at Norfolk Naval Base, VA. The capabilities
of these activities to support other autonomous PGWs should be examined.
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suggest that WOCs, equipped with appropriate mission-planning systems, be

used to perform all required intelligence-support and mission-planning
functions for this category of autonomous PGW.

Training

Training is sometimes overlooked during the early phases of the acquisition

process. Mission planning for autonomous PGWs will require personnel who are

well trained in the skills of PGW targeting (particularly geopositioning of critical
aimpoints), threat analysis, and post-strike analysis. Personnel assigned to

support mission planning for autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors

will require substantial additional training in imagery analysis and mensuration,
tailored mission-data development, and template building. There is no such

training at present, and we recommend a formal training program to develop

these skills.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this report is to assist the Air Force in understanding the

intelligence-support and mission-planning requirements for autonomous

precision-guided weapons (PGWs) and in developing the infrastructure

necessary to meet those requirements Specifically, the research is directed to

help Air Force intelligence support working groups (ISWGs), with
representatives from other services, joint-service organizations, and national

agncies, construct intelligence support plans (ISPs) to support the employment
of advanced PGWs. Although the report is focused on autonomous PGWs of

interest to the Air Force, much of the content should be useful to other services

developing similar weapons

Autonomous PGWs

The vast majority of the Air Force's conventionally armed PGWs are "man-in-
theloop" MInT): They require the operator to acquire the target prior to

weapon launch (e.g., Maverick), to illuminate the target using a laser designator
(e.g., GBU-24), or to guide the weapon into the target using a video data link
(e.g., GBU-15). Development of new autonomous PGWs would enable the Air
Force to attack high-value ground targets with high delivery accuracy, but
without operator assistance. Development of standoff versions would reduce the
vulnerability of non-low observable delivery aircraft to threats in the target area.

Currently, two categories of autonomous PGW are of interest to the Air Force.

One category relies on its inertial navigation system (INS), aided by the Global
Positioning System (GPS), to achieve high delivery accuracy.1 Two warhead

options are usually considered: (1) a unitary warhead and (2) a submunition-
dispensipg paylod. The modest number of Conventional Air-Launched Cruise

Missiles (CALCMs) used during Operation Desert Storm were configured with

GPSaided INS guidance. Thus, the intelligence-data and mission-planning
requirements for this weapon category are reasonably well known.2 However,

1~n inmm FQV b define as one that4 folflowing baunch, acquires and then guides itself to
ittqdwithout the assistance of an operator, this definition permits the use of ectafnal aid, such as

2 We assume that the minion planning for this category of weapon s done prior to takeoff. New
employment coepts that include infight retargeting an not addrsed.
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the intelligence infrastructure necessary to support the responsive employment

of a large number, assuming only limited warnin& has not been defined.

The other category relies, for precision delivery, on its target-imaging sensor and

its autonomous target-acquisition algorithm, a correlation algorithm that
compares a sequence of preplanned templates (scenes or models of the target and

nearby objects) to information gathered by the sensor. En route navigation errors
and target location errors must be small enough so that the target appears in the

sensor's field of view when the sensor is activated. To minimize en route

navigation errors, the PGW usually relies on a GPS-aided INS. Once the target is
acquired (i.e., its location is identified in the image) by the terminal guidance

system (sensor and acquisition algorithm), the PGW then homes on the target.

This novel end-game guidance concept (target imaging, autonomous target

acquisition, and homing) means that these PGWs can achieve a very high

delivery accuracy. To take advantage of this delivery accuracy, the weapon is

normally equipped with a unitary warhead, usually one with some penetration

capability. A variety of target-imaging sensors have been proposed: synthetic

aperture radar (SAR), laser radar, imaging infrared (MR) sensor, and dual-mode

concepts, such as an HR sensor combined with a laser radar or a millimeter-wave
radar. However, neither the intelligence-data and mission-planning
requirements nor the intelligence infrastructure necessary to support
autmomus PGWs with target-imaging sensors have been defined (Reference 1).

Intelligence Support Background

In the past, newly developed weapon systems often were not adequately

supported as they emerged into the operational environment. Problems of this
nature were again highlighted during the recent air operations in support of
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. For example, adequate intelligence

products were not always available to support optimal F-117 employment and

F-15E Low-Altitude Navigation and Targeting Infrared System for Night

(LANTIRN operatioms The F1P17 problem was in part due to data-access

constraints. For special-access programs, such as the F-117 program, the

intelligence community has very little visibility into the intelligence data being
provided for development and testing. Consequently, it may be unprepared to

provide adequate support when a weapon system developed in the special-

acces world becomes operational.

Similar problems may be encountered in the development of autonomous PGWs.

In particular, autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors require substantial
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mapping, charting, geodesy, and imagery (MCG&l) products, target data, threat
data, and weather data to achieve very high delivery accuracy. Also, many
intelligec functions, organizations, systems, and operating protocols are
involved in providing the intelligence support for the mission planning and
responsive employment of these weapons. Thus, a plan is necessary to define
and provide the intelligence infrastructure so that this complicated support
process does not fall through a crack in the operational world and so that major
programs are not developed with serious shortfalls.

Recognizing the need to develop and provide adequate intelligence support for
new weapon-acquisition programs, the Air Force Assistant Chief of Staff for
Intelligence (AF/IN), in coordination with the Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for
Plans and Operations (AF/XO) and the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for
Acquisition (SAF/AQ), initiated a requirement in 1992 for the development of
ISPs for designated weapon-acquisition programs. ISWGs have been created to
develop these ISPs 3

ISP development should be tied to milestones of the acquisition process for a
designated weapo-ystem program. An initial version of the ISP would be
produced at the end of the concept exploration and definition phase (Phase 0 of
the acquisition process) and discussed at Milestoe L4 SPs are intended to be
living documents to be modified as required during the life cycle (from
acquisiftcn, through operational capability, to retirement from inventory) of the
weapon systems. The ISPs will become the authoritative documents defining the
intelligence infrastructure for designated weapon systems.

Research Objective and Scope

Air Combat Command (ACC) has the primary responsibility for producing the
ISP for advanced PGWs. In coordination with the various weapon-system
program offices (SPOs), ACC will submit the PGW ISP for approval by AF/IN,
AF/XO, and SAF/AQ. Although the initial focus of the PGW ISP is on Air Force
programs, the intent is to evolve the ISP to include joint-service weapon-
acquisition programs.

3.n ISWG usuay m p•ies mentts rmn fothe oownf organbzatlmo Air Form
h sor (AF/IN, AF/XO, SAF/AQ); the eapon-system program ofice (SP04);
theawunt coamumrny (ACC/DM); the operatlonal community (ACC/DO, PACAF/DO,
=SA.IDMO)u, now'vim }oint-sew , ard mnational tn-elft (ACC/N,
AFIC, PACAP/IN. USAFE/IN, APOJTEC/IN, SIJIC, DIA, DA); the miusmo-pamdag
commu=nty (ACC/DRX USC/YV); and the tot community (APOTEC).

4For more Ifrmaton about th DoD acquidsim procms o Riferune 2.
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To assist the Air Force in the PGW ISP initiative, this report presents a suggested

framework for developing an ISP, discusses intelligence-data requirements and

issues, defines alternative intelligence-support and mission-planning

architectures (organizations, systems, and operating protocols) that may be used

to support advanced PGWs, and discusses training requirements.

In particular, the focus of this report is on autonomous PGWs with target-
imaging sensors, because (1) the developmcnt of these advanced PGWs is of high

priority to the Air Force; (2) our earlier analysis of intelligence-support and
mission-planning requirements for advanced conventional cruise missiles

provided a good point of departure; and (3) to be effective, this category of

weapon has very demanding intelligence-support requirements.

Although the focus of this report is on autonomous PGWs with target-imaging
sensors, we also discuss the intelligence-support requirements of autonomous

PGWs with GPS-aided INS guidance. This category of PGW requires somewhat
less intelligence support and mission planning. These autonomous PGWs are

included in the report to show how their intelligence-support infrastructure may
vary from, or may be subsumed under, the architecture for autonomous PGWs
with target-imaging sensors.

Report Organization

Section 2 of the report describes the suggested framework for developing an ISP

for autonomous PGWs. We believe that this framework is also applicable to the

development of ISPs for other designated weapon systems. Section 3 presents

the intelligence-data requirements for autonomous PGWs, highlighting two
major issues that need to be resolved and presenting approaches to resolving

those issues. Section 4 outlines the functions, organizations, and systems

required to support autonomous PGWs. In discussming systems, we identify
exting systems capable of performing the necessary functions, as well as near-
term systems that are under development or that might be procured to improve

the intelligence support. Section 5 defines alternative intelligence-support and

missin-planning architectures and suggests an evolving architecture to support

autonomous PGWs. It concludes with a general approach for assessing the

benefits and cost of the alternatives. Section 6 discusses the training

requirements to support the mission planning for these weapon& The final

section presents the conclusions and some recommendations that emerged from

our research.



2. Suggested Framework for Developing
an ISP

The first step in developing an ISP is to ensure that effective dialogues are
established and maintained between weapon developers (system program
offices), operators (representatives of intended users: ACC, USAFE, PACAF),
and representatives of the intelligence (AF/IN, ACC/JN, DMA, and DIA among
others) and mission-planning communities responsible for providing the support
necessary to effectively employ the weapon systems. Weapon developers and
their contractors have the best understanding of the technical capabilities and
limitations of the weapon systems and the data required to pla their missions.
Operators are the customers for the weapons and, as such, establish how these
weapons will be employed. Intelligence and mission-planning personnel have
the best understaniing of how the existing intelligece-support and missiom-
planning fmstructure can support thse weapons. Figure 1 provides a
framework for evolving the suggested dialogues between the major players into

SType of support (arrf an.epn) Survtvab"t

•Daa D and~ D -Lh
~mlmo-Ianning *" MCG&I IrOdu~fts Aircraft and weapon

* lntellioca-ircaf and miswoon- Suggested ISP

planning architecture elements
* Pemonnel

Ferralnieg

Figure 1--Sutursed Framework for Developing an ISP
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the working relationships that we believe are necessary for developing an ISP

that will effectively support the employment of autonomous PGWs.

At the outset, it is important to emphasize that weapon developers are
responsible only for ensuring that system specifications are met. In some cases,
these specifications may be incomplete or vague from an operational perspective.

Also, for some lengthy development programs, original system specifications,
unless updated, may not call for capabilities that operators demand as a result of
changing target sets and threat evironments. Consequently, as they acquire

increased understanding of the technical capabilities and limitations of the

weapon system, the weapon developers must communicate this information to
the operators. At a minimum, operators should be kept abreast of the weapon's
(1) inherent survivability characteristics; (2) projected and demonstrated lethality
against alternative target categories, as a function of the intelligence information
available for mission planning; and (3) projected and demonstrated employment
responsiveness, including the responsiveness of the mission-planning system.
Operators need this information to formulate a concept of operations (CONOPS).

In return, operators should inform weapon developers if they consider the
current technical characteristics inadequate and then suggest potential
improvements.

The CONOPS defines how the advanced PGW will be employed. It is based on
mission needs to achieve defined measures of effectiveness against specific target
sets in various threat envirments With visibility into the development
program and with the information provided by the weapon developer, operators
can develop a CONOPS that exploits fully the weapon's technical capabilities.

Alternatively, if the technical capabilities of the weapon program cannot support
the mission needs, operators may (1) ask for modifications to the development
program; (2) accept the initial shortcomings, but require a preplanned product

improvement (P31) program after the system reaches initial operational capability
(1OC); or (3) ask for termination of the development program. If either or both of
the first two options are deemed necessary, its effects on intelligence support and
mission planning should be reflected in the ISP.

To develop an ISP, the intelligence and mission-planning communities need to
derive from the CONOPS the following information: (1) the type of support they
are required to provide, (2) where the support is required, and (3) the timelines
that they have to meet It would be very helpful if the type of support required

were defined in terms of functions and data. By functions, we mean data

collection and exploitation, target material and threat database production and
dissemination, targeting, mission planning, and post-strike assessment.

Information on where and how fast the support is desired is essential for
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evaluating the capabilities of the existing intelligence-support and mission-
planning infrastructure to meet requirements and for identifying shortfalls that

have to be corrected. If shortfalls cannot be corrected with available resources,
the operators should be informed so that they can either adjust the CONOPS or
endorse the allocation of additional funding to correct the shortfalls.

The intelligence and mission-planning communities need to understand what
MCG&I products, target materials, threat data, and post-strike data are required.
Target-material specifications, in particular, are an unresolved issue for
autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors (this issue is discussed in some
detail in Section 3). Consequently, an effective dialogue must be established and
maintained between the weapon developer and the intelligence community as
the weapon progresses in the acquisition cycle.

At a minimum, we believe the ISP should define (1) the intelligence data that will
be provided to support mission planning and post-strike assessment, (2) the
architecture (organizations and systems) that will develop and provide this data
to mission planners, (3) the intelligence persomel that will support the
architecture, and (4) the training that will be provided to support weapon
employment. The ISP should also define the key tasks to be accomplished, the
organizations responsible for completing them, and the timelus for ther
completion. Each of these elements is discussed in some detail in the subsequent
sections of the report.

The suggesid framework should also include a methodology for either
(1) assessing the adequacy of the intelligence support to meet the objectives of the
CONOPS, given the technical capabilities of the weapons, or (2) the adequacy of
the weapon system to support the CONOPS, given a particular level of
intelligence support The unresolved issues discussed in the next section are
major impediments to developing this methodology.

In developing an ISP, key budget, institutional, and security constraints have to
be considered. The decreasing Department of Defense (DoD) budget suggests
making maximum use of existing organ tons and systems, with new
initiatives addressing only critical shortfalls or revolutionary changes that render
existing organizations and systems obsolete. A joint-service weapon system
should rely as much as possible on joint-service intelligence support, with service
intelligence support tailored to accommodate differences in weapon technical
characteristics and CONOPS. An ISP for autonomous PGWs that requires other
than collateral-level information should identify specific security requirements
and provide recommended system and procedural solutions.
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3. Intelligence Data Requirements and
Issues

Typically, system specifications list the intelligence information that the

government has agreed to provide to weapon developers and contractors in

support of their advanced PGW development programs. Often, it is assumed

that this information can be extracted from standard intelligence products.

Contractors do not have sufficient visibility into the intelligence community to

determine whether standard products are adequate or how difficult it is to

develop additional information to support their development of advanced

PGWs. They are reluctant to ask for additional information, because added

requirements may eliminate them from competition. On the other hand,

intelligence personnel do not have visibility into development programs to

determine whether new weapon systems require information that standard

products do not provide. Because of these factors, developers and the

intelligence community have to work together to ensure that the intelligence data

specifications in the ISP reflect thc real requirements of advanced PGWs.
However, developers have the primary responsibility for defining what

intelligence support their systems require.

This section discusses six categories of data required to support autonomous

PGWs with target-imaging sensors:

"* Enemy threat data (including countermeasures)

"• MCG&I data

"• GPS data

"• Target materials and tailored mission data

"• Post-strike data

"* Weather data.

The intelligence community and the Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) are

responsible for producing the first five categories of data.
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Threat Data

Threat database requirements for autonomous PGWs are not unique; most air-to-
ground weapon systems and delivery aircraft require comparable data for
planning routes that reduce the risk of attrition to enemy defenses. However, the
ISWG for autonomous PGWs should review the format, content, and accuracy of
the threat data provided to developers and ensure that operational threat
databases will provide comparable information. As a point of departure, the
ISWG should examine the threat data that will be generated by operations
intelligence personnel using Sentinel Byte, a unit-level intelligence workstation
designed to support the employment of conventional aircraft and weapons. In
addition to conventional air-defense threats, accurate information about any
ground- or aircraft-based GPS jammers is also required.

According to current plans, unit intelligence personnel will develop threat data
from four threat data sources:

" A reference database provided by the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) or a
Joint Intelligence Center (JIC), associated with a unified command

"* A theater database developed by the intelligence component of the air
operations center (AOC), which supports the Joint Forces Air Component
Commander (JFACC) and which provides the intelligence data to generate
and execute the air tasking order (ATO) or mission type order (MTO)I

* Constant Source, which provides near-real-time threat emitter data

* A local database consisting of pilot and ground liaison officer reports and
other unit mission reports.

Sentinel Byte will provide these data to the Mission Support System (MSS II), or
the follow-on Air Force Mission Support System (AFMSS) (see Reference 3). The
data will be provided in two separate files: (1) a strategic file and (2) a tactical
threat file. Currently, the transfer of threat data to the mission-planning systems
is via floppy disk. In the future, the transfer of these files should be direct, over
an electronic wire connection. Because the files and both systems are classified at
the collateral level, there should be no security problems. (For programs of

IAs we understand the concept of MTO, a JFACC would use an MTO to task a wing to achieve a
particular objective (e.g., destroy the electrical power generation capability in a designated region),
but the Mlro does not designate specific targets, strike times, and weapons to be used (Le., the
Inomation typically provided in an ATO). This increases the wing commander's fledbility in
planning missions, but at the same time requires wing personnel to do more targeting (target
development, target selection, aimpoint selection, and weaponeering).
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higher classification than collateral, a floppy disk transfer or a secure guard will

be required to get threat data to the mission-planning system.)

The strategic file will serve as the baseline threat for route planning on MSS II

and AFMSS. This threat file is a combination of the DIA/JIC database and the
theater database and it contains the locations of fixed and mobile surface-to-air

defenses, positioned to protect strategic targets. It probably will contain the most
complete and accurate data on known emitters. The tacticam file, generated from

Constant Source and the local database, does not always provide highly accurate
threat position for weapon mission planning but does provide more nearly real-

time data. It will likely have data on most pop-up (usually mobile) threats. This

will pose a challenge to operations intelligence officers. They will have to
combine data of different accuracy and completeness. Standard procedures
should be developed to assist them in this effort

Two other important issues related to threat data should be reflected in the ISP:
(1) threat modeling and (2) development of a threat space (threat locations and
capabilities, usually overlayed on a terrain database to model terrain masking).
The weapon developer may select his own threat models and develop specific
algorithms for building a threat space over which an autorouter or an aircrew
member manually selects a weapon route with a low probability of attrition.

These threat models and threat spaces may be inaccurate. If these issues are
applicable to specific autonomous PGWs, they should be addressed in the ISP.
A more detailed discussion of these issues is provided in Reference 4.

MCG&I Data

The primary MCG&I data being considered for mission planning of autonomous
PGWs are charts (e.g., 1:250,0-scale Joint Operations Graphics), geographic
imagery (e.g., 10-meter resolution SPOT imagery), Digital Terrain Elevation Data
(DTED Level 1), and accurate locations of targets and other objects of interest

Charts (in both hard-copy and digital format) and DTED are standard DMA
products. After DMA provides ground control, geographic imagery (SPOT) is
formatted and distributed by the Digital Production Facility (DPF) at the 480th
Air Intelligence Group (AIG) at Langley AFB, VA; in the future, DMA will

probably provide this service. The geopositioning of targets and other objects of
interest can be extracted by intelligence personnel from standard DMA products,
such as the Point Positioning Data Base (PPDB) or can be provided by DMA
through its Points Program (PP). In the future, this information will be available

from Digital PPDBs (DPPDBs), assuming that a workstation that supports digital
stereo imagery is also available. Because the specific accuracy and timeliness of
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various DMA geopositioning products and services vary, the ISP should define

which of these products will be used to support autonomous PGWs.

It should be noted that PPDBs do not contain current imagery and have limited

worldwide coverage (nevertheless, they are concentrated in target areas of past,

high national interest). If funded, Rapid Positioning Capability (RPC), a
DIA/DMA initiative, will provide an additional geopositioning capability during
contingency, crisis, and wartime operations and a limited capability for regions

without PPDB, DPPDB, or archival coverage. For additional information on

current and future DMA MCG&I products, see References 5 and 6.

GPS Data

GPS enables autonomous PGWs with GPS-aided INS to update their positions
and velocities while en route to the target. If the autonomous PGW relies only on

its GPS-aided INS, the delivery accuracy is based on target location error, as well
as navigation accuracy. Autonomous P1Ws with target-imaging semsors can
achieve a higher delivery accuracy by (1) using GPS updates to arrive at a
preplanned basket for sensor turn-on (target location error should be small
enough so that the target is in the sensor's field of view), (2) relying on a
correlation algorithm to acquire the imaged target autonomously, and (3) then

homing oan the target In most cases, the weapon-delivery platform will use its
GPS-aided INS to provide initial conditions to the PGW at the time of release.

The amount of initialization required by the autonomous PGW depends strongly

or the duration of the mission (PGW flight time). The most demanding are
short-range missions, in which time to acquire and track GPS signals is very
short At the other extreme are long-range, standoff missions, typically flown by

air-launched cruise missiles.

The time to acquire and track the GPS satellites depends on the quality of the
initialization data transferred from the launch aircraft to the weapon. At the time
of PGW release, GPS acquisition time can be minimized if the release conditions

are accurately known. This requires the transfer of precise position, velocity, and

GPS time. The most critical data is GPS time. If GPS time is known to a few
microseconds, then a hot start (direct P-code acquisition) can be obtained, with
acquisition in a few seconds. If the quality of the release conditions is degraded,
the acquisition time can be much longer.

PGWs require the following data while in flight to update their positions using
GPS: (1) cryptographic data to operate on the P(/) secure code, (2) satellite

ephemerides, and (3) almanac and satellite health status. Weapon developers,
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the intelligence and mission-planning communities, and operators need to
establish the procedures for providing this information to PGWs. For additional

information on operational issues associated with using GPS-aided INSs for
autonomous PGWs, see Reference 7.

Target Materials and Tailored Mission Data

Target materials are sets of medium- or high-resolution imagery that have been

annotated with intelligence data to assist force-level and unit-level intelligence
personnel and mission planners in the identification of targets and critical
aimpoints. The current standard target materials are the Automated Tactical
Target Graphic (ATTG) and its follow-on, the Basic Target Graphic (BTG).
ATIGs consist of annotated imagery with text describing structures that are
likely targets. The description includes the general functions and dimensions
(length, width, height) of the structures. ATTGs do not include any mensurated
points, which are geodetic locations of objects (such as the corner of a building or

the center of a runway and which are clearly indicated on the imagery). BTGs
also consist of annotated imagery, with less description of structures than
ATTGs. However, BTGs do have a small number of mensurated points. At this
time, we believe that these particular products are not adequate to support the
template building required by autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors to

acquire successfully all targets of interest In addition, it is not yet dear what the
target material specifications should be to support these weapons.

Meanwhile, initiatives are under way in the intelligence community to develop
BTG supplements that could potentially provide additional information to

support targeting for advanced PGWs. The Enhanced Target Graphic (ETG) and
the Hard Target Graphic (HTG) provide additional annotation and mensuration
of structures beyond that in the BTG. For example, the HTG of an ammunition
complex may include storage-bunker construction materials and thicknesses and
archival imagery taken during construction, in addition to mensurated lengths,
widths, and geodetic locations. The Seasonal Target Graphic (STG), the Radar
Target Graphic (RTG), and the Infrared Target Graphic (iTG) are usually single

images of the target area taken during different times of the year or taken with
radar or infrared sensors. These BTG supplements could provide useful
information to support PGWs with synthetic aperture radar (SAR) or imaging
infrared (I1R) target-imaging sensors.

Even with these supplements, standard target materials may be insufficient
because they cannot be tailored to a specific mission; additional analysis and
research may always be required at the time the specific PGW mission is being
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planned. For example, since it may not be possible to mensurate every object

depicted in a target material im cgage, alternative methods must be found if

additional mensuration is required. This additional data could then be used to

produce a tailored target material supplement for this mission. Since the data will

promptly be used to plan the mission, a formal product may not be necessary.

However, at least a worksheet should be prepared and included with the target

folder, and perhaps the information could be entered into a database. The data

would then be readily available in case of possible target restrike or as an aid in

developing offset aimpoints.

We refer to the data obtained during this research process to support a specific

mission as tailored mission data. It should be recognized that this additional real-

time support to terminal-area planning can be time consuming and could impact

the responsiveness of weapon employment. If standard target materials do not

exist for the particular target, the development of tailored mission data may be

more time consuming. If appropriate target materials do exist, it may be possible

to reduce the amount of real-time research.

This subsection addresses five areas related to target materials and tailored

mission data. First, it discusses the target-material specification issue in a little

more detail. Second, it addresses potential approaches to resolving this issue.

Third, it discusses how the lack of a methodology for assessing weapon

effectiveness (in particular, the lack of a procedure for template validation 2)
during mission planning can affect the establishment of requirements for target

materials and tailored mission data. Fourth, it discusses possible approaches to

resolving the template validation issue. Finally, it presents an interim solution to

the target materials and tailored mission-data issues.

An Unresolved Issue: Specifications

Typically, system specifations list the target intelligence information that the

government has agreed to provide to weapon developers and contractors in

support of their PGW development programs. Often, it is assumed that this

information can be extracted from standard target materials. Prior to contract
award, contractors are reluctant to ask for additional information, because added

requirements may eliminate them from competition. This position is reflected in
the typical statement of some contractors: "My system will work with an ATTG

2Validation is the ptocm of detmining, with some level of confldence that the template (or
=que of templates) is unique and that it will correctly identify the taue in the scene imaged bythe snior.
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or a BTG." Under these conditions, the intelligence community could take the
position that it will provide only standard target materials to support
autonomous PGWs. That is not the position advocated in this report; it is also
not the position of the intelligence community, as evidenced by the creation of
ISPs.

In addition to our own research (Reference 1), another recent study on target
material evaluation from the Air Force's Air-to-Surface Weapons Program Office
(Reference 8) has concluded that existing standard target materials (ATTGs and
BTGs) cannot reliably support autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors.
Initiatives to develop "Pseudo ATTGs- to support these PGWs also reflect the
concern that existing products are inadequate to support PGWs. Pseudo ATIGs
have several mensurated points, precisely defined in latitude, longitude, and
elevation, and an accurately placed image-orientation arrow (north arrow);
standard ATTGs do not. Pseudo ATIrs describe the construction of many
objects of interest and define their dimensions (length, width, and height). On
the newer BTGs, this type of information is limited to critical elements according
to function, to reduce BTG production times and thus enable more BTGs to be
built and more frequent updates.

Reconiz.ig that target-material specifimcons for autonomous PGWs with
target-imaging sensors remain an unresolved issue, the intelligence community
has undertaken several initiatives to determine what BTG supplements it may be
able to provide in support of these weapons. The efforts of the 480th AG and
the DIA are examples of such initiatives. If it is determined that autonomous
PGWs require such supplements, the intelligence community has to assess the
feasibility and cost of providing the additional information. It should be
remembered that BTG supplements may not be the complete solution; PGW
mission planners may still require tailored mission data.

Weapon developers and the intelligence and misslon-planning communities
must work together to resolve the issues of target-material specifications and
tailored mission-data specifications for autonomous PGWs with target-
imauing sensors.

Suggested Approach for Doning Requirements

A suggested approach to defining target-material and tailored mission-data
reqwuiements is presented in this subsection. The first step is to define key
intelligence-product characteristics, for example, type of imagery and resolution,
number and absolute accuracy of mensurated points, relative accuracy between
points, number of mensurated objects (objects annotated with length, width,
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height, and orientation with respect to north), and orientation of the imagery.

The operational requirements document (ORD) (for joint systems, the JSORD)

and the system specifications provide the starting point in this process (see
Figure 2). Next, data from captive-carry or free-flight tests of PGWs in

development should be carefully reviewed. The Air-to-Surface Weapons

Program Office at Eglin AFB conducted numerous captive-carry tests with

various target-imaging sensors and a limited number of PGW free-flight tests.

The potential target-material specifications that this program office derived from

its recent study (Reference 8) should also be considered. Operational experience

with existing autonomous and MML GWs may also help to define key
intelligence-product characteristics. The suggested output from this step would

be a menu of alternative target materials and tailored mission data with defined

characteristics.

The second step is to assess the producibility, cost, and time required to produce

each of the previously defined alternative target materials and tailored mission

data. For existing products, thse parameters are known. They need to be
defined for the proposed new supplements and new product initiatives. The
suggested output from this step would be a menu of alternative products and

ORD/JSORD IntsUgence j_ AppNcable studies and analyses
product Aircraft and weapon Sest data

System -a-Operational experence

Menu of products
"• EdMV product
"* - ~lents

i" New products

Produchilty

i jtMenu of products

Weapon Weapon-syte
technical 4 ffectivenes

Menu of products with weapon effectiveness index

Figure 2-Approach for Defining Intelligence Product Requirements
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tailored mission data, each now also characterized in terms of producibility, cost,
and production timelines.

The third step is to determine weapon-system effectiveness against

representative target sets as a function of alternative target materials and tailored
mission data. The output of this process would be a menu of alternative target
materials and tailored mission data, in which each product or data set would
now also be assigned a qualitative weapon effectiveness index against the

representative target sets. For example, the existing BTG may be evaluated as

adequate to support an autonomous PGW mission against a large building in the
open, provided that accurately mensurated coordinates of the building are

available. On the other hand, existing BTGs may be assessed as inadequate for

planning an autonomous PGW mission against a building located in an urban
area, with several similar buildings in its vicinity; in this case, tailored mission
data with the requisite mensuration may be needed to supplement the BTG.

The first two steps of the process may be time consuming but are
straightforwar to accomplish. The third step requires the development of a

methodology for assessing the expected effectiveness of autonomous PGWs with
target-imaging semns; this issue is discussed next.

An Unresolved Issue: Template Validation

The methodology for calculating the probability of mission success for
autonomous PGWs with targe-imaging sensors has not been fully developed.
The probability of mission success is the product of the probabilities of
(1) launch; (2) transitiom to flight; (3) PGW arrival at the sensor turn-on basket, as
a function of clobber and survivability againt enemy threats; (4) target
acquisition by the suor; and (5) target damage (a function of the weapon
circular error probable, fuze reliability, and the target size and construct), given
that the trge is acqujed by the sensor.3 The prnpa problem with comput
the probability of mission success is that neither PGW developers nor mission

planning system developers have developed a methodology for calculating item
4, the probability of target acquisition. When a template is built using available
data, there is no method for verifying prior to mission execution that the sensor
and acquisitin algorithm will actually acquire th target

3 Wlbut ac=&a dab o tan t vuerabflty, us"tP arem to ID z m a
1ta , kinf the all aigpZ, and detmniw with wndc te = woof oM Pws that

bme to atriOe the rget to addeve a pticdar evel of damage. This type of dam is not readl,
avaiable fcr MMiT PGWs, much lees autonomous PGWs with trget4maging emo Mw PW
ISWG should mview this haue.
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Since the probability of mission success cannot be calculated, targeteers cannot
estimate the number of weapons requied to aceve a specified level of
damage against Utae This could be a major shortcoming in deploying
auto mous PGWs with ta0-ima-tng semsors. Operators are likely to want
(or even demand) such a capability before employing these weapons. This issue
is also important to the inteligence community. Without a methodology for
assessing expected weapon effectiveness as a hunction of the target material and
tailored mission data provided, the intelligence community will not have a
scorecard to evaluate the effectiveness of its support

Depending on the mission, operators could also be very concerned with
minimizing collateral damage. Without template validation, the likelihood of
collateral damage is much greter. For example, if the the template is not unique,
the terminal guidan system could easily acquire another object (false target) in
the imaged scri. Then, this pcis•on (and probably expe ve) weapon would
precisely hit the wrong obJect

Even if template validation is performed during mission planning (and especially
if it Is not), it may be necessary to develop an additional decisionmakig
capability for the PGW's onboard algorithm (if it is not already there) to
determine whether target acquisition has occurred with high confidence. If
cofidence u not high, operators may want the autonomous PGW, presumably
also configured with a GPSalded INS, to default to that system in attacking the
target.4  probability of missim success is lower because of the decrease in
delivery accuracy, but the area of potential collateral damage is also lower. This
default-mode capability (default to GPS-aided INS guidance) should also apply if
the sensor has a hardware failure.

Approaches for Resolving the Validation Issue

This subsection discusses four possible approaches to resolving the template-
validation issue. one approach is to create a statistical database, containing
inormation on all captive-carry and free-flight tests of autonmxous PGWs with
target-imaging smeors, and then to use this database to detehmne the
probability of acquisition for new missions against comparable targets, under

4 Donh cap-bit fto deem-e whether t-he re oUfS tai acquisit is
afal If the dctto deftult to GPSidsd INSum d ould be Wnvokad. bs ot

that could be *at M pleMd Whdde the 1oomn (1) the peak coemkon is
Omnprd to a prudewMad Oth•eso settn (Wmi during mion plumng; If ths
coWreio hk i bldow h threshodk the acqNuiWi coideme is low, ad the default to GM-

aded M guwda l is nvoked or (2) ffthe p•ok coratimn is o•ny s•w ester tha odthe
coreation value (with an value above the thresold), conldute as agin low, and the defaut to
GFS nil. ispagin invoked.
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compmble background chutter, day or night, and under varying weather (e.g.,
humidity level or amount of water accumulation from rain) and seasonal (e.g.,
extent of snow cover or amount of foliage on trees) conditions. Weapon
developers, with modest funding, should be able to support this effort

The second approach is to develop the capability to collect imagery of the target
ares at the same wavelength as the PGW target-imaging smsor and then to
provide that imagery to mission planners. The riG and the RTG are attempts to
provide this information; however, these supplements are unlikely to exist for all
targets. In that event, a database of infrared and radar imagery of some target
categories may prove useful In particular, this would be very useful for such
target categoies as armored vehicles with identical features, but probably not
very useful for many high-value, fixed targets with disparate features.

In this approach, mission planners would use the collected imagery to validate
the PGW templates prepared using visible imagery; alternatively, the planners
could use the collected imagery to build the templates in the first place. This
approach requires the use of specific collecton assets (for example, imaging
infrared seamrs or synthetic aperture radars), which may or may not be

available, and the distribution of this type of information to PGW intelligence-
support and mission-planting personneL This approach would not be
applicable to PGWs with laser radars as their target-imaging seno, because
their template-buiding process, which consists of constucting three-dimensional
shells of the taret hfm high-resolution visible imagery, does not involve some

The third approach is to develop a theoretical model of the acquisition process,
possibly using matched-filter analysis, that could be partially validated by
limited test data; this model could then be used to extrapolate to other situations.
Because contracts understand their mos and algorit•ms, they certainly
should be involved in the model development

The fourth approach is to develop a modeling capability that would simulate the
image created by the trget-imaging sensor. In this approach, many more detils
about the target (for example, the type of construction materials used) would be
needed than are usually annotated on standard target materials. imagery
analysts would be needed to provide these additional data. Once the model is
developed, it could potentially be used to generate additional templates, for
example, for different weather and seasonal conditions. The development of this
approach would be the most technically challenging of all the approaches
discussed in this section.
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While these (and any other) approaches are being debated, data from captive-

carry and free-flight tests to date should be properly cataloged by weapon
developers and the Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation Center (AFOTEC)
and used to derive a preliminary weapon effectiveness index against flown target
sets as a function of target materials. For example, if the majority of captive-carry
tests proved successful against isolated buildings and were mission planned
using only MeXs, then the BMG may be considered adequate against comparable

targets.

Weapon developers should work with operators and the intelligence and
mission-planning communities to resolve this issue of template validation
because of Its impact on calculating the probability of mission success.

An Interim Solution to Data Specifications

This subsection describes the utrge data that the intelligence community should
provide to mission planners for developing templates until all these issues-the
target-material specificatim, tailored mission-data specification, and template-
validation issues--are resolved. It should be noted that the methods used to
obtain these data may involve timelines that are not consistent with rapid
weapon employment. A brief review of the terminal-guidance process will
illustrate why particular data are necessary.

To attack a target, the PGW first uses its target-imaging sensor to create an image
of the target area and then uses its autonomous target-acquisition algorithm to
precisely locate the aimpoint within the imaged scene. The algorithm uses a
reference template (or sequence of templates), developed during the mission
planning process, to identify the aimpoint. The form of the template depends on
the type of target-imaging sensor the PGW uses

For most, if not all, target-imaging sensors, the template builder needs accurate
three-dumnsional data (length, width, height, and orientation with respect to
north) for the target and usually for a number of contxtua objects. Contextual
objects are structures or teram features in the vicinity of the target that are used
to ensure that unique templates are built; this should also reduce the chances of
false acquisition. When contextual objects are used, their three-imensional
location relative to the target must also be known accurately.

To ensure that the target appears within the scene imaged by the sensor, the
mission planner needs sufficiently accurate absolute coordinates of the target
The accuracy is a function of the PGW's en route navigation error and the size of
the sensor's field of view. By using a GS-aided INS, the size of the en route
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navigation errors can be reduced. For typical sensor fields of view, it is

envisioned that target coordinates obtained from DMA's more accurate MCG&I

products and services will be adequate.

Therefore, at a minimum, the intelligence community should provide the
template builder with

" H-Iigh-resolution visible imagery of the target area

"* Target location in World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) coordinates

"* Three-dimensional data, including orientation, for the target and other

contextual objects that make the scene unique

"* The location of the contextual objects relative to the target

"* Radar or infrared imagery of the target area, if available, to support SAR and

UR target-imaging sensors.

It should be noted that the first four items are required, but are not necessarily
sufficient to support template building. The inclusion of item 5 is also not

necessarily sufficient, but it is recognized that it does provide useful information
to the template builder. Reference 8 provides information regarding the required

accuracy of this data.

For simple targets, imagery analysts or combat target officers can extract the

above information from BTGs or their supplements. For example, if the target is
an isolated structure such that contextual objects are not needed, and if the
annotation includes mensurated data and mensurated coordinates, the BTG may

be sufficient. However, for targets in complex scenes or for targets for which no
BTGs exist, imagery analysts and combat target officers must use alternative
methods for acquiring the requisite information. The data obtained using these

alternative methods is an example of tailored mission data.

Post-Strike Data

Because of their precision and relatively small warhead, autonomous PGWs do

not typically destroy large targets, but rather cause functional kill of critical

components. The PGW may leave only a small hole in the roof or the wall of a
building. This may be the only damage visible on post-strike imagery.
Therefore, other intelligence data, such as human intelligence, may be required to
effectively determine battle damage.

Post-strike data, particularly imagery, are essential for planning restrikes with
autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors. Changes to the target or to
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objects or features in the vicinity, as a result of damage caused by the initial

strike, must be taken into account by mission planners in determining whether

existing templates can be used, or new templates must be constructed. Without
these data, these weapons are not likely to be employed in restrikes of the target,

because the probability of successful target acquisition might be further reduced.

These post-strike data issues should be addressed in the ISP.

Weather Data

The performance of autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors can be

affected by adverse weather conditions. In particular, PGWs with laser radars or

imaging infrared sensors are more susceptible to weather effects than those with

synthetic aperture radars. Therefore, weather data over the target area are

necessary for mission planning and scheduling of PGWs that are susceptible to

weather effects. Useful weather and seasonal data include cloud cover and

ceiling, visibility, humidity, precipitation, snow cover, and water accumulation

from recent rainfall. Using this information, mission planners would build

templates that take into consideration current weather conditions and, if

necessary, could recommend delaying PGW mission execution.

The planning of autonomous PGWs with GPS-aided INS guidance does not

require the preceding data, but mission planners of submunition-dispensing

variants would benefit from wind data (speed and direction) in planning the

PGW route, as well as the dispense point, speed, and heading.
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4. Intelligence Functions, Organizations,
and Systems

Many intelligence functions have to be performed to develop the data discussed

in Section 3. Moreover, many organizations, systems, and operations protocols

will be involved in providing these data to mission planners and operators.

Therefore, a good understanding of these intelligence functions, organizations,

systems, and operating protocols is essential in developing an effective

intelligence infrastructure to support autonomous PlWs.

This section first discusses the functions required to support these weapons.

Next, it identifies organizations and systems currently available to support these

functions. Then, it identifies near-term systems that might be procured to

improve the capabilities of existing organizations to support autonomous PGWs.

Because of the many potential systems involved, we do not describe all the

systems in detail, but limit our discussion to those that we consider most

important.

Intelligence Functions

To support the employment of autonomous PGWs, the intelligence community

must provide the following- target materials and most currently available

imagery, target databases, threat databases, information on countermeasures,
and post-strike assessment products. To provide this support, the intelligence

community must perform the following functions: data collection (this includes

requests for sensor tasking by user commands, sensor tasking by the controlling

authority, and actual collection), exploitation, target-material production, threat-

database generation, and intelligc;x-e-product dissemination. In addition, it will

support the functions of targeting and post-strike assessment. Moreover, the

intelligence community will share the responsibility, along with communications

and operations personnel, for getting the required data to the end user.

To take full advantage of the capabilities of PIWs (autonomous or MITL),

targeting can be a particularly time-consuming function, requiring skills of well-

trained targeteers. The targeteers select targets, identify critical nodes, select

aimpoints, and weaponeer to meet the damage criteria specified by warfighters.
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Because of the complexity of producing terminal-area products (templates) for

autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors, intelligence personnel will most
likely be involved in the mission planning for these PGWs.

Existing Organizations and System Capabilities

Existing organizations and system capabilities are summarized in Table 1. This

subsection discusses the system capabilities of central facilities (centralized

organizations with systems and operating protocols) first and then those of the
deployable organizations.

Cen.:-Va Fx:ilities

Several existing .natrai zed intelligence organizations-the 480th AIG at

Headr Afters, Air Combat Command (ACC), Langley AFB, Virginia; the Atlantic
Intelligence Command W.'C) a. U.S. Atlantic Command (LANTCOM), Norfolk
Naval P--e, Virginia; the joutt Intelligence Center, Pacific 0ICPAC) at US. Pacific
Command (PACOM), Hickam AFB and Makalapa, Hawaii; and the Joint

Analysis Center (JAC) at U.S. European Command (EUCOM), Molesworth,
United Kingdom--have the capability to perform all intelligence functions
necessary to support autonomous PGWs, except sensor tasking. Although not
discussed further, the US. Strategic Command Joint Intelligence Center
(STRATJIC), Offutt AFB, Nebraska, has similar capabilities but provides support
primarily to US. nuclear forces. We note, however, that it did support the

mission planning of CALCMs launched by B-52s in Operation Desert Storm.

These central facilities receive imagery collected by national sensors and

maintain data repositories of national imagery in both hard-copy and soft-copy
(very large data storage [VLDS] tape) formats. They use the Computer-Aided

Tactical Information System (CATIS) to manage imagery exploitation, to create

and disseminate imagery reports, and to manage the imagery database. CATIS

interfaces with the Imagery Data Exploitation (IDEX U1) System for soft-copy

imagery exploitation tasking and it supports an interface to Defense Secure
Network (DSNET MI) for file transfer and remote user access.

As shown in Table 1, only these central facilities have the IDEX U to exploit soft-
copy imagery. Using IDEX 1U, targeteers and imagery analysts can work together

to select the particular portions of images for target material production. IDEX U
can also be used to mensurate very accurately the lengths, widths, heights, and
orientations of structures, information that is required in target material
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production. Although IDEX II can be used to view stereo imagery, all
mensuration is done on monoecopic imagery;I therefore, the determination of
relative elevation, for example, between an offset aimpoint and a target is
inaccurate (relative accuracy in the horizontal plane is good). For mensuration of
hard-copy imagery, the Light Table Mensuration System (LTMS) can be used.
Using just the control data provided with the imagery, IDEX H or LTMS cannot
perform accurate absolute geopositioning of targets or other objects of interest.

To produce target materials, the 480th AIG, AIC, and JICPAC use the Target
Material Workstation (TMWS), and the JAC uses the LTMS and a photo lab. The
JAC is scheduled to get TMWS during the middle of 1993. Currently, a scanner is
used to input hard-copy imagery into the TMWS for soft-copy manipulation.
The hard-copy data from IDEX U, the host image database, or other sources can
be used as inputs. Prospective soft-copy input options include direct
connectivity to the IDEX II or to VLDS tape readers. TMWS can be used to
sharpen, rotate, and merge images, draw lines and symbols, and annotate
images. CATIS is used to determine the availability of imagery or, if not
available, to request imagery.

To tie particular points or objects in the image to very precise geodetic locations,
TMWS operators rely on geopositioning data derived locally by reading hard-
copy PPDB using the Analytical Photogrammetric Positioning System (APPS) or
they rely on information DMA provides via its Points Program (PP). The
turnaround time for DMA to provide this data can vary depending on the
priority assigned to the request and the availability of imagery; with an APPS,
the user controls the timeline, assuming that PPDBs that cover the target area are
available.

The major intelligence organizations are equipped with two or more secondary
imagery dissemination systems (SIDSs) tied to standard DoD or commercial lines
of communications. Therefore, they can electronically transmit images to
deployed units. Alternatively, they can use courier services to deliver data.

Tasked by the national commtmity, these central facilities also have the capability
to produce all-source threat databases for their areas of responsibility (AORs).
Databases are maintained in accordance with the Council of Defense Intelligence
Producers (CDIP) guidance and include orders-of-battle (ONs) for air (AOB),
defensive missiles (DMOB), and electronics (EOB). For joint-service centers, OBs
include ground (GOB) and naval (NOB) as welL

IIDEX U lacks the application software for extracting data, in particular elevation data, frosi
streanm .
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Using the Automated Installation Intelligence File (AIF) and O•s, the 480 AIG
produces threat data for its AOR. AIC uses the Military Intelligence Integrated
Data System (MIIDS)/Integrated Data Base (IDB) to produce tailored threat
databases for specific areas of interest (AOIs) within its AOR. JICPAC uses the
electronic intelligence (ELIMT) Processing System (EPS) and the 1DB to develop
and maintain a theater threat database. The JAC uses the EUCOM Intelligence
Support System (EISS) and IDB to produce and update its theater database.

These central facilities do not have systems or personnel to plan aircraft and
PGW missions. If required, their imagery analysts could provide target imagery
support to a targeteer.

A/Ss, Wings, and Squadrons

The JFACC can, through the theater CINC, task theater and tactical assets for
intelligence-data collection. During wartime, the JFACC has, through the theater
CINC, priority on national sensor coverage for his AOR. National sensor
organizations then task sensors to satisfy JFACC needs.

Unlike the central facilities, the air intelligence squadrons (AISs), wings, and
squadrons do not have imagery exploitation systems or all of the equipment and
trained personnel for target material production (the F-117 wing has limited wet
film processing and exploitation capabilities). However, the AISs and PGW-
capable wings have APPS and hard-copy PPDBs or may be able to request
accurately geopositioned points (via theater-level support) from the DMA PP.
For activities with APPS (but no IDEX U or LTMS), well-trained operators could
provide very accurate lengths, widths, heights, and orientation of objects in
addition to mensurated points; however, using the APPS is very tedious and

time consuming.

AISs and most wings and squadrons receive imagery and target materials
primarily by courier and a small fraction by Intratheater Imagery Transmission
System/Tactical Data Facsimile (IrIS/TDF). Recent experience during
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm highlighted major inadequacies of
existing SIDSs, including lack of interoprability between the various service
(and joint-service) systems, poor image quality, long transmission times, lack of
multiple addressee capability, and lack of on-line storage manipulation

capabilities.

Most wings and squadrons do not have sensitive compartmented information
facilities (SCIFs) or access to national imagery; F-111, F-117, B-52, and B-I wings
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are the exception. In addition, PGW-capable wings have intelligence targeteers.
The B-2 wings will have similar capabilities.

AISs develop and maintain theater-level threat databases. They currently rely on
their Tactical ELINT Processor (MEP) vans and the Intelligence Correlation

Module (ICM), a multisource correlator, as primary input. ICM will initially be
fielded at the collateral level.

W.ings and squadrons are being equipped with Sentinel Byte (SB) and Constant
Source (CS) workstations to produce and maintain threat data for their AOIs. SB
will provide threat data and OBs to wings and squadrons. SB 11 is currently
planned to have the capability of displaying imagery and of being the repository
for an electronic footlocker (digital target graphics, Common Mapping System
database and application tools, target images, reference manuals). Constant
Source will provide a near-real-time threat picture.

AISs supporting a deployed JFACC, which is equipped with an LTMS and a
"TMWS, can perform targeting and post-strike assessment functions, provided
that they have access to those systems. ALSs do not perform any mission-
planning functions for weapon systems. PGW-capable wings are equipped with
LTMS and personnel to perform limited targeting and post-strike assessment
functions. Wings and squadrons are equipped with mission-planning systems to
perform aircraft mission planning: Mission Support Syste (MSS U) for fighters
and Conventional Mission Planning and Preparation System (CMPPS) for
bombers; currently, these systems do not support autonomous PGW mission

planning.

With current MITL PGWs, aircrews see and describe weapon effects on the
target, and they return with cockpit video. With fully autonomous PGWs, there
are no visual reports or gun-camera video to support post-strike assessment.

In a budget-constrained environment, maximum leveraging of existing

capabilities for intelligence support and mission planning of autonomous
PGWs with target-imaging sensors is prudent. Thus, it is suggested that the

capabilities of central facilities be used first, before procuring additional
systems and adding personnel at an AOC or at wings and squadrons solely to
support these weapons. Central facilities, using existing systems and provided
with PGW mission-planning systems and personnel trained to build target
templates, can support deliberte (i.e., not responsive) mission planning of PGWs
with target-imaging sensors now.
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Potential Future System Capabilities

The ongoing communication and computer technology revolutions are likely to
result in the development of new systems that may substantially alter the way
the intelligence community does business. Table 2 highlights some systems or
capabilities that are of particular interest.

The central facilities can be configured to receive national imagery electronically
and store that data in a very large digital-imagery database (DIDB), using CATIS
as a database manager. Assuming that IDEX 11 is modified so that it can directly
access the DIDB, these capabilities would substantially expedite the exploitation
of imagery. If the existing TMWS is modified to have electronic conectivity
with IDEX 1H and the DIDB, and if DPPDBs become available, the timelines for
producing target materials are likely to be on the order of a few hours. RPC will
provide an additional geopositioning capability during contingency, crisis, and
wartime operations and a limited capability for regions without PPDB, DPPDB,
or archival coverage. This assumes that DPPDB and RPC application software is
hosted on IDEX 1 or an upgraded TMWS (TMWS+).

The addition of PGW-specific targeting application software on a TMWS+ (or
possibly on a low-cost digital imagery workstation [LCWSJ) and an AFMSS to
the central facilities would allow them to perform targeting, post-strike

assessment, and mission planning for advanced PGWs. Air Force Tactical
Exploitation of National Capability (TENCAP), under the TALON SCENE
initiative, is currently examining LCWSs for limited deployment as prototyping
baselines to various Air Force user commands. The Air Force Mission Support
System (AFMSS) is currently under development at the Air Force Electronic
Systems Center, Hanscom AFB.

A draft JSORD for the development of a rapid, high-quality SIDS was published
in 1991. Development of such a system will improve substantially the
dissemination of imagery from central producers to wings and squadrons.

Assuming the 9th and 12th AISs are provided with the intelligence systems and
personnel required to support autonomous PGW mission planning, they would
substantially enhance the capability of the JFACC to employ these advanced
weapons. First, the addition of the Joint Service Imagery Processing System
(JSIPS) and the Contingency Airborne Reconnaissance System (CARS) will
provide the JFACC with an imagery processing and exploitation capability for
both national and tactical imagery (CARS will also provide signals intelligence
processing and exploitation). Next, the addition of an upgraded SB (SB+) (or a
new LCWS) with application software for DPPDBs, RPC, and imagery
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nwsuration would provide the ALS with the capability to produce target
materials and tailored mission data with mensurated coordinates. This assumes

that additional trained personnel are available to perform these functions.
The 9th and 12th Ais could also rely on ICU for all-source data correlation

(currently, ICU is limited to threat correlation); they could also rely on an
enhanced Rapid Application of Air Power (RAAP) for targeting (currently,
RAAP is only envisioned for target nomination and force-level targeting). As in
the case of the central organizations, the addition of an SB+ (or a LCWS) and

APMSS would permit soft-copy targeting and the mission planning of

autonomous PGWs.

If the CONOPS requires that the mission planning of autonomous FGWs be

performe at a wing operations center (WOC), an SB+ (or a LCWS) and AFMSS

must be made available there.

The recent creation of composite wings, particularly the 366th interventim wing

at Mountain Homie AFB, may yield another organization that in the near future

could be capable of performing an teli e, 1 and mission-planning
functions for autonomous PGWs. This organization could be equipped with
existing systems or new systems suggested for the 9th and 12th AISs or for PGW-
capable wings. 7he specifi configuration of the inelgnc-upr and
mission-planning infastructure for composite wings is not yet finalized.

Assuming that trained personnel (see Section 6) are made available, the addition
of new systems would truly revolutinize the intelligence-support and mission-
plmning capabilities at the wings and squadrons. They would have the
capability to perform all functions except sensor tasking and data collection.
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5. Alternative Architectures

To be most effective, intelge and mission-paing function, oramniaion,
and sytms should be integrated into an end-to-end architectue, from target
data collection to pst-strike assessment, with robust connectivity and dearly
defined operating protocols. Before constructing alternative architecturs, it is

,eful to consider where the requisite intelligence and mission-planning
functions for autonomous PGWs could be performed. By this we mean, what

functions ar performed at centrad fadities (CON and developed theater

centers) and/or forc-level deployed cen. and what functions are performed
at WOCs and/or forward operating location; tFOLs)?

Prom a functional perspective, we considered four intelligence-upport and
mission-planning architecture, summarized in Table 3. The first: option is
having the central fclty (or facilities) perform all the intelligence and mission-
planwng functions required to support autonomous PGWs, xcpt aircraft
mission, planning, integration. of aircraft and PGW mission. data, and loading of
mission data into daft-transfer devices (TDs). For mauton us P"Ws with
taget-Imaging sm o, which typicaly require substantial inteligenc support
and mission planninm this option is always necessary if a large number of PGWs

are to be used in the flrst days of a no-warning conflicL Thesecond option is to
slightly eqpand the cabilites, of WOCs. and/or POts aid alow them to do
PGW en route mission planning in addition to aircraft mission planning. The
third option further expands the capabilities of WOCs and/or FOK. by providing
them with the capability of buldg terminal-area products (templates), with
current imagery and target materials or tailored mission data provided by the

central facility. The fourth option is to enable WOCs and/or POE& to do all the
inelligenc and mision-plenning functions required for autnomous PGWs by
providing them with a direct feed of imagery collected by national sensors.

The last three op•ions in Table 3 list the minimal required support to the WOC or

FOL by t cetral facility. These options do not preclude the possi•'ity that the
central facility maintains additional capability as listed in preceding options,
including the first option

In this section, we first describe in more detail the four alternative intelligence-
support and mission-planning architectures ane cen&izwd architecture and
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Tablie 3
sonteJIpucOW par a0d Mi~-Manning Arcidletue Options

Option Central Facility WOC/F)L

Centralized PGW en route and ACFT nmisin plannmng
terminal aim mission ACFT/PGW integration
planning VDTloading

Centralized intelligence PGW termina area Above plus PGW en route
support and partly mission planning mission plannting
distributed mission
planning

Centralized intelligence Provide wings with Above plus PGW termintal
support and distributed target materials and ares mnission plannming
mission planning current imagery

Distributed Not Applicable All intellience support and
mission planning

three distriUte variants. Next, we suggest an evolving architecture, which
begins with the centralized architecture and the, as required, evolves to a more
d-stributed architecture, to suppoart autonomous PGWs with target-imagin

sensors. Then, we discuss an architecture specifically tailored for autonomous
PGWs with GPS-aided DNS guidance only. Finally, we discus an approach for a

Preliminary assessment of alternative architectures. In the absence of a

CONOPS, we chose not to conduct an analysis to select one of the four options as
the preferred architecture based on postulated measures of effectiventess (MOEs).

Alternative Architectures for PGWs with Target-
Imgng Sensors

Centralized Intelligence-Support and Mission-Planning
Architecture

The upper section of Figure 3 depicts the activties and functions of the basic
centralized architecture. In this cofgrtothe personnel of the CONUS
(ACC/480t AIG, LANTCOM/AIC), PACOM (JICPAC), and EUCOM (JAC)
intelligence-support and mission-planiting centers perform all functions required
to support autonomnous PGWs, except route planning of delivery aircraft,
integ ration of PGW missions with aircraft missions, PGW mission review, and
loading the mission data on DTDs.
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This architecture assumes that PGW terminal-area products (templates) and

mission that are built in central facilities can be exported to aircraft mission-

planning systems at WOCs and/or FOLs. The functions and systems highlighted

in the figure either do not exist or are in development. The highlighted products

(PGW templates and preplanned insson) from the central facility correspond to

the PGW support options listed in Table 3.

The central facilities transform MCG&I products (including geographic imagery,

for example, SPOT) into media and formats required by aircraft mission-
planning systems (DMA may undertake this task). Following exploitation of

target imagery, intelligence personnel supported by operators produce target

materials and tailored mission data and conduct targeting analyses. To assist

mission planners, intelligence personnel also provide the threat data used to

perform penetration analysis. With this information, the mission planners

determine PGW minimum risk routes, build the terminal-area products required

by PGWs, and plan PGW missions. The information generated by the centers is

distributed to the WOC or FOL using couriers and SIDSs. Obviously, effective

dissemination systems are essential for this architecture.

With these data, personnel at the WOC or FOL plan the aircraft route to the

preplanned launch basket for the PGW. Then, using their missin-pmanng

system (MPS), they integrate the aircraft route data with the PGW mission data

and review the mission. If they are satisfied with the mission, they transer the
information to a DTD for subsequent loading into the aircraft and PGWs.

In peacetime, these central facilities prepare all preplanned FGW missions

according to priorities identified by CINCs in their AORs. For autonomous

PGWs that require substantial mission-planing time or for which there is

extended mission-planning start-up time, wings assigned PGW missions will

have to rely on these centers, if they intend to use a large number of autonomous

PGWs during the first days of a no-warning conflict. In contingencies, assuming

that protocols have been developed, these centers can shift from scheduled PGW

mission-planning operations to support mission planning for emergent targets in
their AORs or in austere theaters, again as requested by the CINCs.

Most of the systems required to support autonomous PGWs are available at the

existing central facilities (see lower section of Figure 3). For example, at the 480th

AIG, a Digital Production Facility (DPF), which transforms national and

commercial data (maps, charts, and SPOT imagery), is operational; to support

advanced PGWs, the DPF systems may require some software modifications

LTMS and IDEX U and their associated database provide the imagery and
mensurated target data required by the TMWS for the production of target
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materials. Because these systems are used to support DIA, a memorandum of
agreement between the Air Force and DIA would be needed. Otherwise, the Air
Force would have to buy and maintain their own systems and provide additional

Several options are available for obtaining precisely mensurated coordinates.
Personnel at the central facilities can use the APPS to read points from hard-copy
PPDBs. Through the PP, they can request mensurated points for objects of
interest directly from DMA. Also, two new initiatives, DPPDBs and the RPC,
will be available in the near future. Both initiatives will provide soft-copy
(digital) imagery. DPPDBs will provide stereo imagery, but RPC may not.
DPPDB and RPC applications software and the hardware that will host these
applications would be needed.

The PGW and aircraft mission-planning system(s) and rapid, high-quality
inagery dissemination systems are the major components of this architecture
that are not in place at CONUS and developed theater centers Also, a robust
electronic connectivity for this architecture should be developed, and the
personnel required to support the added function should be provided. As
indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 3, the exsting connectivity within the
central facility is manual, requiring an operator to either key-punch the
information or to use an electronic medium, such as a floppy disk or magnetic
tape, to transfer the information from one component of the architecture to
another.

The WOC and/or FOL would be equipped with (1) a database repository
(includes storage, file server, and security gateway) for MCG&I products, target
materials, and PGW terminal-area products (templates) and missions; (2) an
effective SIDS to request and receive updated imagery; and (3) a system to
support aircraft mission planning, integration of aircraft and PGW mission data,
and the loading of DTDs. CS, Tactical Information Broadcast System (TIBS), and
SB workstations are available at WOCs and FOLs to provide updated threat data
to support aircraft mission planning. The Wing Command and Control
System/Local Area Network (WCCS/LAN) is being developed to provide
electronic connectivity.

Deployable PGW Center

The obvious addition to the above centralized architecture is to build a
deployable PGW intelligence-support and mission-planning center directly
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linked into the AOC, currently under developmentl The deployable PGW
cnter would use several systems currently programmed for the AOC, thus

reducing investment costs (see Figure 4).

The deployable PGW center would rely on the AOC's JSIPS/CARS for access to

national and theater imagery and on these systems' associated imagery
exploitation system (IES) for imagery exploitation. The AOC's MlIDS/1DB
would be the primary source of threat and target data, and ICM would provide

fused threat data. The PGW center would use the AOC's geopositioning
capabilities (PPDB/APPS, PP, DPPDB, or RPC).

The center would consist of an SB workstation, a TMWS or a low-cost
workstation with futctions similar to TMWS, an aircraft (ACFI)/PGW MPS, a

digital imagery database, and application software for mensurating and
geopositioning imagery. To support these functions, the center would be

manned with imagery analysts, targeteers, and mission planners. The AOC's
Contingsency Tactical Air Control System (TACS) Automated Planning System
(CTAPS) would be used to provide electronic connectivity.

Adding the deployable center to the centralized architecture would improve the
responsiveness of PGW employment in austere theaters by providing the
capability of producinS tailored mission data from national, theater, and tactical
imagery and by increasing the number of systems and personnel available in
theater to build target materials and plan missions. Moreover, it would increase
the deployed JFACC's flexibility to employ autonomous PGWs by giving the
JFACC direct control of all intelligence support and mission-planning functions.

However, a substantial investment would be required to develop this added

PGW intelligence-support and mission-planning center.

Centralized Intelligence-Support and Partly Distributed
Mission-Planning Architecture

In this alternative architecture (see Figure 5), the central facilities and/or
deployable center would perform all the functions as in the Centralized

Intelligence-Support and Mission-Planning Architecture, except they would not
do PGW mission planning. This function would now be done at the wings. This
alternative would provide operators with more flexibility to select aircraft launch

1The PGW cdter coudd be either an integral part of the AOC or a separate entity that ha direct
acem to the AOC systems neouay to perform its hfnctios. This report doe not dfertiate
between theme two altenatives
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points; however, it would also require that the operators spend more time in

PGW mission planning. The system hardware and intelligence personnel needs

would be the same for this alternative as for the centralized alternatives

described above.

Centralized intelligence-Support and Distributed
Mission-Planning Architecture

In this alternative architecture (see Figure 6), the central facilities continue to
perform the same functions for preplanned targets; however, wings have the

added capability of producing tailored mission data and templates, from
collateral target materials, recent imagery of the target area, and aimpoints
provided by central facilities to cover emergent targets. To perform these
functions, wings will require application software for mensurating and
geopositioning imagery, hosted on upgrades to existing systems (SB, ACFI

MPS), or on a low-cost workstation. Wings would have to be manned with
imagery analysts to produce tailored mission data and templates.

Distributed Intelligence-Support and Mission-Planning
Architecture

In this alternative architecture (see Figure 7), the wings would have direct access

to national imagery and would not require terminal-area imagery or target
materials from central facilities to develop tailored mission data or build PGW
templates and missions for emergent targets. With aimpoints provided by the

JFACC, they would simply perform all functions necessary to support

autonomous PGW employment, which would now include limited exploitation
of target imagery, the production of tailored mission data and templates, and
targeting. To perform these functions, they would require a satellite

communication (SATCOM) receive capability, a SCIF, a DIDB, targeteers, well-
trained imagery analysts, and additional communication personnel. This would

give wings a more responsive capability against emergent targets by eliminating
the imagery distribution delays from central facilities and allow wing intelligence
personnel to select aimpoints. The on-going intelligence personnel drawdown

may limit the development of this alternative to a very small number of WOCs,
perhaps only to those of composite intervention wings.
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Evolving Architecture

In the absence of a CONOPS and taking into consideration autonomous PGW

characteristics, intelligence-support and mission-planning requirements,

existing intelligence capabilities, budget constraints, and the intelligence

personnel drawdown, we suggest an evolving architecture to support combat

aircraft operations using autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors. This

architecture begins with the centralized architecture option presented in Table

3, with possible evolution to a more distributed architecture. Lessons learned

from the development and operations of the two Cruise Missile Support

Activities that support the Navy Tomahawk autonomous cruise missile could be

used in the design of the evolving architecture.

Initially, under this concept, CONUS and developed theater centers (ACC/480th

AIG, LANTCOM/AIC, PACOM/JIC, and EUCOM/JAC) perform all intelligence

and mission-planning functions required to support autonomous PGWs with
target-imaging sensors, except aircraft mission planning, integration of aircraft
and PGW mission data, and loading mission data onto DTDs. Aircrews at the

WOCs perform aircraft mission planning integrate aircraft and PGW mission
data, and load the data into aircraft.

In the future, if required, a deployable PGW intelligence-support and mission-
planning center, directly linked to the AOC, would be added to this initial

centralized architecture. The deployable PGW center would perform the same
functions as the CONUS and developed theater centers in supporting the WOCs

and/or FOLs.

If a compelling operational rationale shows the need to increase the involvement

of wings (and possibly squadrons), then the distributed ineliece-suppo and

mission-planning architecture can be developed. Under this configuration, both

the centers and the WOCs would be capable of performing all intelligence and

mission-planning functions for autonomous PGWs

In the past, bomber missions were typically planned in central facilities. Thus,

for the bomber community, the continued reliance on central facilities for the

mission planning for autonomous PGWs would be business as usual. On the

other hand, fighter missions were planned predominantly at WOCs and FOLs.

Therefore, for the fighter community, the reliance on central facilities for the

mission planning for autonomous PGWs would be a major change. With the

combining of bomber and fighter forces under one command and the creation of

composite wings, the Air Combat Command will determine how mission

planning should be done in the future.
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Architecture for PGWSs with GPS-Aided INS Guidance

Two warhead options can be considered for autonomous PGWs with GPS-aided
INS guidancr. (1) a unitary warhead and (2) a submunition-dispensing payload.
Assuming omparable range and survivability chracterisia, both variants have
MCG&I and threat data requirements for en route mission planning similar to
those of autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors. In general, because
there is no target-imaging sensor to support, this category of autonomous PGW

requires much less information for terminal-area mission planning. However, to
achieve their high delivery accuracy, they do require more precise absolute
coordinates of the target 2

The miss distance of the unitary variant is, to a good approximation, the root
sum of the squares of the PGW inertial navigation error to the target and the
target location error. Therefore, this variant requires only the GPS coordinates of
the target aimpoint, which can be provided from the force level to units in ATOs
or may be obtained by unit-level operations intelligence personnel or by aircrews
from standard target materials that provide mensurated coordinates of the target
Alternatively, if standard target materials do not include mensurated coordinates
of the aimpoint, operations intelligence personnel could read these coordinates

from hard-cop PPDIs with the APP

The miss distance of the submunition dispenser variant is a function of the PGW
inertial navigation error at the dispense point, the submunition dispersal pattern
error (including wind effects), and the targe location error. Therefore, this
variant requires location of the dispense point (latitude, longitude, elevation),
weapon heading and speed at the dispense point, and wind direction and speed
in the vicinity of the dispense point. Like the unitary variant, the GPS
coordinates of the target aimpoint can be provided from the force level in ATOs

or obtained by unit-level operations intelligence personnel and aircrews. To
center the submunition pattern on the aimpoint, a mission-planning system

module is needed at the unit level to compute the appropriate dispense point,
heading, and speed. Wind data over the target area would be input parameters
to the module.

The intelligence support and mission planning for autonomous PGWs with GPS-
aided INS guidance could be performed at any of the elements of the evolving

architecture suggested for autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors.

2 As discuned earlier. PGWs with target-knagg semorsn tolerate large errors mn target
localos as lon as th taretW appear in the field of view when the serow is activated.
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However, only development of a WOC element is considered necehsary to

suppot their employment.

In-Flight Mision Planning. The planning of autonomous PGW mission
onboard aircraft while en route to their targets, using information collected by

onboard sensors or by a third party, such as the Joint Surveillance Target Attack
Radar System (ISTARS), may be another viable option for PGWs with GPS-aided
INS guidance. This would probably require (1) the development of applicatio
software to modify preplanned missions or construct new missions onboard the
aircraft; (2) the use of existing reserve or, if necessary, additional data processing;
and (3) the training of aircrews in identifying aimpomts (or choosing; dispense
points) from onboard smsor data and in building PGW mission data. Also,
adequate communication equipment would probably be required if a third party

were to provide the necessary data.3

An Approach for a Preliminary Assessment of
Alternative Architectures

This subsection outlines an approach for assessing alternative intelligence-
support and mission-planning architectures. The approach postulates two
notional measures of effectiveness of possible interest to operators, estimates the
equipment procurement cost, and estimates the personnel cost of each
alternative. The two notional measures of effectiveness are (1) quick-reaction
support-the number of autonomous PGW missions built and delivered to
operators in the first few days of a conflict--and (2) support to sustained

operations-the number of missions that are provided to operators over some
specified time perod

Because this report discusses generic autonomous PGWs for which there are no
CONOPS, the approach postulates the aforementioned measures of effectiveness.
Additional measures of effectiveness ae likely to be required by the CONOPS
for a particular weapon-acqumton progrma However, we believe that the steps
suggested here will still be of value.

The approach consists of four general steps: (1) estimation of the various
timelines for producing PGW missions, (2) calculation of the number of PGW
missions built by alternative elements of an architecture, (3) estimation of the

o aro e IAthN S of umewing the euglilty' buPeAN, and coe of developing this option
onbomd -n one
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investment costs for equipment and the support costs for both equipment and
personnel, and (4) comparison of benefits and costs of alternative architectues.

Production Timelines. The first step is to estimate the timelines for (1) pro-
ducing tailored mission data and PGW mmissio in central facilities, and then
providing them to WOCs or FOLs, and (2) performing the same functions, except

dissemination, at WOCs or FOLS. The timelinus are the sum of the times
required to perform PGW-specific intelligence and mission-plaming functions
targeting, mensuration, geopositioning, template production, route planning,
and mission dissemintion. To perform these functions, data collected primarily
by national sensors must be made available. The time required to complete this
process can vary substanially, depending an the priority of the sensor tasking.

Mission Production. The next step is determining the number of missions that
each facility can build over specific periods. This is a function of the number and
type of systems available, the number and expertise of personnel assigned, and
the number of working hours available to perform PGW Intelligence and
mission-planning tasks It is also a function of whether the tasks necesary in
building missions are done in parallel or in series.

An important consideration in detetrmirig the number of missions that can be
built in the first days of a no-warning contingency is start-up time. In no-

warning CONUS and developed theater centers con begin
building PGW missions almost immediately. This assumes that target imagery is
available and that protocols exist to quiddy shf from, scheduled production to
contingency support. The deployable center and WOC and/or FOL cells have to
deploy into the theater of operations and set up the necessary equipment and
facilities before they can begin producing autonomous PGW missions. Thus,
they cannwt produce any missions in the first few days of a contingency.

Cost Estimats. The investment and support costs of equipment of each
alternative architecture are a function of the number and type of systems that are
procured. Similarly, personnel costs me a function of the number and relative
expertise of individuals assigned to autonomous PGW mission production.
Initial cost estimates for alternative architectures should be developed by the
PGW JSWG and included in the ISP. The PGW ISWG should develop the cost
estimates for the alternative architectures in coordination with ISWGs for other
weapon systems and, as appropriate, amortize the costs over all new weapon
systems requiring similar support. This approach would provide
deisiomaker with an integrated view of the investments necessary to provide
adequate intelligence support for designated weapon systems.
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Dst n Attributes. The approach described in this subsection provides
decisiomakers with three attributes to assist them in selecting a preferred
architecturer. (1) rapid response capability, (2) sustained mission production
capability, and (3) equipment and personnel cost. In addition to these attributes,
decisi r should consider whethr the increased flexibility of producing
tailored products and planning missions at a wing for autonomous PGWs with
tatget-imaging sensors justifies the cost.
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6. Training Requirements

Training is sometimes overlooked during the early phases of the acquisition
process of a new weapon system. Because well-trained personnel will be
required to provide intelligence and mission-planning support for autonomous
PGWs, this section discusses possible tramig requirements. For the most part,
these requirements are applicable to both autonomous PGWs with target-
imaging sensors and those with GPS-aided INS guidance only. Training
requirements applicable only to autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors
are noted.

Most likely, a team of intelligence personnel and selected aircrew personnel will
be employed to plan the missions for these weapons and to conduct post-strike
assessment. In the absence of a CONOPS, it is difficult to determine which of the
required tubks should be allocated to intelligence personnel and which tasks to
operators. First, we postulate a notional split of tasks and describe the skills and
training required to accomplish those tasks. Next, we discuss a potential training
regimen to develop those skills and maintain the necessary proficency. Then,
we summarize training data requirements.

Tasks

Based on experience and our current understanding of autonomous PGW
mission planning, we postulate that intelligence personnel will (1) assist
operators in obtaining the data required to support mission planning (e.g., threat
databases, target materials, MCG&I products), (2) perform targeting, (3) develop
tailored mission data for PGWs with target-imaging sensors and, if necessary,
assist operators in building terminal products (templates), and (4) conduct
post-strike assessment

We also postulate that aircrews will oversee PGW mission planning and will
perform the following specific tasks: (1) select and build aircraft routes,
(2) interact with intelligence personnel in the building of templates for PGWs
with target-imaging sensors, (3) integrate the aircraft and PGW data into an end-
to-end mission, (4) review the entire mission, and (5) execute the mission.
Central facilities are key elements of the evolving intelligence-support and
mission-plauming architecture described in Section 5, but it is not certain whether
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operators will be assigned to these facilities and, if they are, what tasks they will

Skills

To assist operators in obtaining the required data to support autonomous PGW

mission planning, intelligence personnel must know how to obtain, manage, and
manipulate high-resolution imagery, target materials, and MCG&I products and

how to perform target analysis. After obtaining the data, intelligence personnel
(or a database manager) will have to catalog, store, retrieve, and provide the data
in a useful format to mission planners.

These skills were traditionally taught in the Combat Targeting Officer Course

(POI X30CRS081-003) at Air Training Command (ATC) and are applicable not
only to mission planning of autonomous PGWs but also to other weapons and
aircraft. This course is no longer being offered. The curriculum has been
condensed and incorporated into the new Intelligence Applications Officer
Course (POI X30BRB071-002) (Reference 9). Because of the importance of the
skills taught in the Combat Targeting Officer Course, this restructuring should be
closely monitored to ensure that the training provided will be adequate to
support autonomous PGW mission planning.

Threat laydowns are required to build low-risk routes, from launch points to

targets, for autonomous PGWs. Typically, for other weapons and aircraft,
intelligence personnel build the threat database and mission planners use the
data to build the threat space and assess mission survivability. This split in
responsibilities will probably also apply to autonomous PGWs. For autonomous

PGWs with low observable characteristics, additional instruction may be

Targeting

Using the available database and understanding warfighters' objectives,
intelligence personnel will assist aircrews in targeting functions. (1) target
analysis and target development, (2) critical node identification, (3) precise
mensuration of aimpoint coordinates, (4) weaponeering, and (5) post-strike
assessment. Air Force targeteers (Air Force specialty code 8085) are trained to
perform these functions. In the restructuring of the Air Force intelligence
community, this expertise may be lost, unless the new Intelligence Applications
Officers (Air Force specialty code 8075) learn those skills in a formal training
course and/or by extensive on-the-job training.
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To support targeting of autonomous PGWs, Intelligence Applications Officers
will have to understand the existing target database. For those targets not in the
target database, they will have to identify target complexes, critical nodes, and
aimpoints from imagery and other data sources. Moreover, they will have to
understand the effects of alternative levels of damage on the functional
capabilities of these complexes.

Enlisted Targeting Specialists will continue to require traning on how to obtain
precise coordinates for pertinent structures from (1) the DMA Points Program,

(2) PPDBs using an APPS, and (3) archival geocoded imagery. This information

will be required by Intelligence Application Officers to determine aimpoints and
recommend impact angles.

Mensuration

As discussed in Section 3, autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors
require precisely mensurated data not only on the target but also on nearby
contextual objects (structures and terrain features). These data will be extracted
from high-resolution imagery, probably by intelligence pemonnel trained in

imagery exploitation techniques. The personnel should be capable of using the
IDEX ii soft-copy exploitation system and the LTMS hard-copy exploitation
system to extract length, width, height, and orientation for objects of interest in
the vicinity of the target. No formal IDEX II or LTIS training is currently
provided by ATC; national agencies provide this type of training. Therefore, the
Air Force should either ensure that an adequate number of seats for this training
are available to Air Force personnel tasked to support these PGWs or should
establish a tailored course at ATC.

In the absence of IDEX II and LThS, intelligence personnel should be able to
manually (e.g., by ruler, protractor, and compass) derive the requisite
information from available target materials and hard-copy imagery to the best
accuracy possible under these conditions. Enlisted Targeting Specialists

currently are trained in manual mensuration procedures using hard-copy
imagery.

An LCWS was postulated in some of the architectures defined in Section 5. If a
decision is made to deploy this system, an LCWS user course should be
developed.
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Template Building

Template building is the novel requirement of autonomous PGWs with target-
imaging sensors. It requires an understanding of how the PGW sensor and
algorithm work to acquire the target Obviously, complex targets in a cluttered
environment will require a more knowledgeable template builder. To build
templates, personnel will have to successfully identify and extract the right
structures and data from imagery. Therefore, an individual with imagery
exploitation skills and an understanding of the PGW sensor and algorithm is
necessary. The curriculum for the course providing the training for new
weapons is typically developed by the weapon contractor.

Air Training Command personnel should work with weapon contractors early in
the acquisition process to develop a standard course for all Air Force users. At a
minimum, one ATC representative should participate in the contractor-provideo
training module before it is delivered to the Air Force.

Suggested Training Regimen

To develop the s~dlls identified in the previous sections, a training regimen
should be established. The training regimen should consist of general and
advanced classroom training (at the Air Training Command or at major
commands) and on-the-job training. The general training for intelligence
personnel should begin with the Intelligence Applications Officer "ourse. This
course should teach the basic targeting skills and post-strike analysis necessary to
support the mission planning of PGWs with GCS-aided INS guidance only and to
provide the basis for the advanced training discussed in the next paragraph.

Graduates of the general course who are designated to support autonomous
PGWs with target-imaging sensors would attend the advanced course. This
course would teach intelligence personnel and operators the principles of PGW
target acquisition and alternative methods for mission data production. Initial
hands-on equipment training would also be provided. The curriculum for this
course is usually developed by the contractor. After hand-off to the service, the
course length and content should be modified as appropriate for intelligence
personnel (and possibly for operators as well), and then the course should be
formalized.

After completing the formal classroom training, graduates should be given on-
the-job training by qualified personnel at central facilities or at wings and
squadrons by a mobile training team, depending on the CONOPS. This team
would certify personnel who have successfully completed on-the-job training as
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advanced PGW mission planners. This would ensure a standard level of

expertise throughout the Air Force.

Training Data Requirements

To support the training for autonomous PGW mission planning, the intelligence

community should provide representative (1) threat databases, (2) MCG&I

products, (3) target materials, (4) imagery for tailored mission-data production,

and (5) post-strike data.

Imagery for tailored mission-data production is a unique requirement for

autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors. In particular, the advanced

course discussed above will require high-resolution imagery of targets and their

surrounding areas. This imagery database should include all target categories

that are suitable for autonomous PGW employment The imagery should
include not only visible imagery, but also imagery of the wavelength of the PGW
target-imaging sensor (for example, infrared or radar imagery). This would

allow trainees to use visible images to build templates and then validate them

against images at the sensor's wavelength.
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7. Conclusions and Recommendations

An ISP is essential to support the employment of autonomous PGWs. At a

minimum, we believe that the ISP should define

"* The intelligence data that will be provided to support mission planning and

post-strike assessment

"* The architecture (organizations and systems) that will develop and provide

this data to mission planners

"* The intelligence personnel who will support the architecture

"* The training that will be provided to support weapon employment.

There are usually a number of unresolved key issues regarding weapon support.

The ISP should fully describe these key issues, define tasks to resolve them,

assign organizations the responsibility for completing the tasks, and define

timelines for their completion.

Intelligence and mission planning personnel, responsible for providing the

support necessary to effectively employ the weapon systems, alone cannot

develop an effective PGW ISP. They require the assistance of both weapon

developers and operators.

The ISP should be a living document that is modified as required during the life

cycle of the weapons. To ensure effective use of intelligence resources, the PGW

ISP should be closely coordinated with the ISPs of their various delivery

platforms.

Major Unresolved Issues

Weapon developers and the intelligence and mission-planning communities

must work together to resolve two key issues for autonomous PGWs with target-

imaging sensors: (1) the lack of definitive specifications for target data to support

terminal-area planning and (2) the lack of a methodology for validating terminal-

area products (templates). Without resolution of the first issue, the intelligence

community cannot determine what support it has to provide and what

resources it should allocate to provide this support. If the second issue is not

resolved, operators will be reluctant to use the weapons on missions for which
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collateral damage cannot be tolerated. Moreover, operators will be unable to
estimate the probability of mission success. The PGW ISP should specifically
address these two issues; the following paragraphs summarize suggested
approaches.

Data Specifications

Existing standard target materials (ATrGs and BTGs) cannot support
autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors. ATTGs lack mensurated points
(precisely defining the absolute location of objects in latitude, longitude, and
elevation) and an accurately placed image orientation arrow (north arrow).
However, ATTGs do provide length, width, and height information for a number
of objects in the imagery. The newer products (BTGs) do contain mensurated
points, but the BTGs provide annotation for fewer objects than ATTGs. Because
both products contain monoscopic (and often oblique) hard-copy imagery,
subsequent mensuration and geopositioning of additional objects are much less
accurate, even when done by trained imagery analysts.

Until firm data requirements are defined, we believe that the intelligence
community, at a minimum, should provide the template builder with (1) high-
resolution visible imagery of the target area; (2) target location in WGS84
coordinates; (3) three-dimensional data, including orientation, of the target and
other contextual objects that make the scene unique; (4) the location of the
contextual objects relative to the target; and (5) radar or infrared imagery of the
target area, if available, to support SAR and iIR target-imaging sensors.

Template Validation

Currently, there is no method for verifying that the templates, built during the
mission-planning process, are sufficient for the terminal guidance system (sensor
and acquisition algorithm) to actually acquire the target. Without a method for
determining the adequacy of the templates, targeteers cannot provide operators
with a probability of mission success and, therefore, cannot estimate the number
of PGWs required to achieve a specified level of damage against targets or the
likelihood of collateral damage. This information is essential to operators.

We offer four alternative approaches to assist in the resolution of the template
validation issue:.
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* Create a statistical database, containing information on all captive-carry and
free-flight tests of autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors, and then

use this database to determine the probability of acquisition for new missions

against comparable targets, under comparable background clutter, day or

night, and under varying weather and seasonal conditions.

* Collect imagery of the target area at the same wavelength as the target-

imaging sensor and provide that imagery to mission planners. The mission

planner would use the collected imagery to validate the templates they

prepared using visible imagery or, alternatively, they could use the collected

imagery to build the templates in the first place.

* Develop a theoretical model of the acquisition process, possibly using
matched-filter analysis, that could be partially validated by limited test data;

this model could then be used to extrapolate to other situations.

Develop a modeling capability that simulates the image created by the

target-imaging sensor. Once the model is developed, it could be used to

generate additional templates, for example, for different weather and

seasonal conditions.

Evolving Architectu

Our review of existing intelligence-support and mission-planning organizations,

systems, and operating protocols indicates that, with very few modifications,

autonomous PGWs with target-imaging sensors could be supported by existing

central facilities: 480th AIG, AIC, JICPAC, and JAC. In the absence of a

CONOPS for advanced PGWs and taking into consideration current budget

constraints and the downsizing of the intelligence community, we suggest an

evolving architecture that builds on the capabilities of these existing central

facilities.

The evolving architecture first relies on existing central facilities to perform all

intelligence and mission-planning functions except aircraft mission planning,
integration of aircraft and PGW mission data, and loading of mission data into

data-transfer devices. These remaining functions are done at the WOCs or FO~s.
If required, this initial centralized architecture could, in the near future, include a

deployable intelligence-support and mission-planning center. Then, the

centralized architecture would evolve, if required, into a distributed architecture,

with WOCs or FOLs capable of performing all the necessary functions.

Any major component of the suggested evolving architecture (CONUS or

developed theater center, deployable center, WOC or FOL cell) is capable of
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providing the intelligence support and mission planning for autonomous PGWs
with GPS-aided INS guidance. This assumes that appropriate mission planning
modules are developed and fielded. Thus, operators do not have to rely on
central facilities to employ this category of autonomous PGW.
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